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ABSTRACT 

Fiber bragg gratings (FBG) as optical sensors continue to gain 

increasing relevance in sensing and instrumentation owing to their 

numerous advantages including immunity to electromagnetic 

interference (EMI). This paper experiments on the use of a giant 

magnetostrictive material, Terfenol-D bonded to an FBG hereafter 

called FBG-T to detect external flux from electrical machines in a non-

invasive manner. A DC motor and two identically rated three phase 

induction motors, FBG-T were used for rotor cage damage detection 

in this work. Further damage to the faulty rotor was carried out to 

observe if the FBG-T would distinguish severity in machine fault 

condition. Results show that the more severely faulted machine 

experienced the most Braggshift of about 20pm more than the healthy 

machine at 5Hz, compared to the less severely faulted machine which 

showed about 15pm more than the healthy machine. Another striking 

observation was the consistency in the distinct and deviant path 

followed by both faulty motor conditions when compared to the 

healthy motor. The more severe the rotor damage fault was, the larger 

the divergence from the healthy motor signature. The results do show 

that the faulty machine with the broken rotor consistently recorded 

more Braggshifts than the healthy motor at all frequencies. This 

resulted in a distinct and aberrant sensing profile which detects the 

fault in a non-intrusive manner. In addition to observed bragg shifts, 

divergence levels in grating profile from the healthy reference 

condition was used to succinctly detect the fault severity in the 

induction motor condition. This is hugely significant because of the 

non-intrusive nature of the technique given the ease-of-breakage and 

the challenges faced when FBG installed in machine stator slots are to 

be replaced. This technique easily overcomes the inevitable 

requirements of the offline FBG replacement and its associated 

economic costs including downtime.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
GLOBAL carbon emissions reduction would require a colossal 

dependence on the use of electric machines where practicably possible 

such as in electric transport (cars, rails, ships, etc.). This undoubtedly 

means that electric machines must be reliable and rugged to meet the 

expected technological and environmental challenges alike. Real time 

condition monitoring and early fault detection of these electrical 

machines is thus more crucial than ever if an almost bump-less 

transition to net zero-based earth is to be realised. This is also 

important in terms of boosting man’s confidence in the reliability and 

user-friendliness of these electric machines. Common techniques 

available for real time condition monitoring of machines include 

vibration spectral analysis (VSA), motor current spectral analysis 

(MCSA), Magnetic flux spectral analysis (MFSA), temperature and 

thermographic analysis (TA). Parameters sensed and constantly 

monitored depending on which technique is implemented include 

electric current, vibration, magnetic flux and temperature. Optical fibre 

sensors are now being increasingly used too especially in electrical 

engineering field. The use of optical fibre sensors is mainly due to the 

numerous merits it offers including its immunity to EMI. Fibre Bragg 

Gratings (FBG) are the commonest optical sensor used in electrical 

machine condition monitoring and fault detection hitherto. Based on 

works from [1-6] there are recent suggestions that FBG does possess 

encouraging potential for sensing applications in non-permanent 

magnet machines especially, induction machine and hydro generators. 

Applications in power electronics modules, multipoint voltage sensing 

and machine mechanical parameter monitoring such as bearings [7-12] 

have also been reported. FBG sensing is based on the variation of the 

refractive indices of the fibre core and cladding due to variations in 

some sensed parameter. This causes the light’s centre wavelength to 

shift in a proportionate amount to the sensed parameter, the shift is 

called Bragg shift.  FBG sensing is very commonly used for vibration 

and temperature sensing because of its reliability and sensitivity to 

both parameters with changing refractive indices. However, this 

advantage which makes it easy for FBG to sense either parameter also 

makes it difficult to distinguish between them, hence the issue of cross-

sensitivity remains and usually needs to be compensated for depending 

on the accuracy required in the sensing application. In [13], ABB 

highlighted several merits of optical sensors; amongst which its 

immunity to electromagnetic interference (EMI) and multiplexing 

apability stand out. Experiments are being conducted on the use of 

FBG for monitoring machines’ vibration (as strain) and temperature, 
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due to thermo-optic effect [15-17]. [18, 19] reported the sensing of 

other parameters such as torque, magnetic flux, direction of rotation in 

their work on multi-parameter sensing which uses FBG multiplexing 

and sensing capabilities. Specific fault detection applications in the 

areas of hot spot monitoring, broken rotor bar (BRB) and winding 

faults are being investigated.  For non-strain and/or non-temperature 

sensing, a transducer may be required to be bonded onto the FBG in 

order to function as a transducer/sensor unit. This is the case with 

magnetic flux sensing where FBG on its own cannot sense 

electromagnetic fields. 

To expand the use of FBGs as sensors in order to maximise their 

benefits often depend on the number and quality of bonding [21, 22]. 

FBGs rely on adhesives as the medium of transfer for any sensed 

parameter between the machine and the grating [22]. Differential 

optical power (DOP) offers a complementary metric for feature 

extraction when using FBG optical sensor [22] but this is largely 

dependent on the availability of a tightly-controlled environment 

where external factors will not interfere with the optical power. Thus, 

considering the requirement of harsh but clean environmental 

conditions required for operating electric machines, DOP would not be 

used here as a complementary signature. 

 

 Two main ways to use optical fibre sensors to sense magnetic fields: 

the use of FBG with a transducer or uses left and right circularly 

polarised lights to sense magnetic field strength (called the Faraday’s 

magneto-optic effect). The latter method is rarely use possibly because 

of the number of components required. Only ABB has commercially 

implemented the latter sensing principle hitherto. With FBG mostly 

used, the bonding of the sensor to some transducer is inevitable for 

magnetic field sensing. However each bonding point is still a potential 

point of failure and as such should be minimised or avoided where 

practicable, when utilising FBG as sensors in electric machines. In 

order to reduce the number of bonding points, the need for a non-

intrusive condition monitoring of electric machines is necessary. As 

the number of bonding points increase, the level of attenuation should 

be closely monitored up to an optimum number to ensure signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) is still high enough for accurate sensing [22].  [2] 

reported applications where FBG based in-situ flux sensing 

implemented invasively may be impractical for large scale use. One 

reason is the nature of conventional radial flux design motor 

geometries which, in combination with the anisotropical behaviour of 

GMMs, impose significant space constraints for application of 

FBG/GMM based in-situ flux sensing [3]. However, electric machine 

external flux (EMEF) allows for the non-intrusive option in machine 

condition monitoring and has been advocated for recently by [23]. 

EMEF is the magnetic flux leaking out of the machine cast frame or 

yoke. It can be detected and set as the indicator to distinguish between 

faulty and healthy machines [24]. EMEF combined with FBG allows 

for non-intrusive monitoring whilst employing the simple Bragg shift 

optical option. Since terfenol-D has inherent high sensitivity it does 

not require a very strong field to cause a strain on FBG. Conversely, a 

very strong magnetic field could potentially saturate the terfenol-D as 

they only require a small to intermediate magnetic flux to expand or 

contract. Magnetostriction from terfenol-D is usually so small that 

highly sensitive and very small-length-measuring devices are required. 

This makes optics a worthy option to complement detection of nano- 

and pico-scaled distance movements, which are observed as 

Braggshifts in FBG spectral profiles.  

  

2. FBG with Terfenol-D (FBG-T) Sensing 
FBG sensing is fundamentally based on wavelength shifts also 

known as ‘Bragg shifts’. The principle is such that when light is 

transmitted through the core of an optical fibre cable, it gets reflected 

once it strikes the sensing part of the cable called ‘Fibre Bragg 

gratings’ or FBG which are inscribed within the fibre to deliberately 

introduce changes to the refractive index of the fibre core [25].  This 

phenomenon causes the FBG to have a unique spectrum with a 

nominal centre wavelength called ‘Bragg wavelength’. When the light 

comes in contact with some external influence, typically strain or 

temperature, the Bragg wavelength would shift proportionate to on the 

strength of the external influence being sensed resulting in Bragg 

shifts. The relationship between the Bragg wavelength (λB), the 

periodicity of the grating (Λ) and the effective refractive index of the 

fibre determined by the average of the refractive index of the fibre core 

and the refractive index of the fibre cladding neff is given by 

 

 
 2𝑛𝑒ff𝛬 = 𝜆B 

(1) 

 

Most external influences sensed by FBG optical sensors vary in nature 

but are usually transduced into either strain or temperature in order to 

utilise the FBG for sensing. These are respectively known as photo-

elastic (strain) and thermo-optic (temperature) effects. Thus, these two 

effects are the two known factors that directly cause Bragg shifts in 

FBG sensing techniques. Other forms of FBG sensing typically require 

some form of bonding in order to proportionately transfer any external 

influence being transduced into strain and/or temperature to the optical 

sensor. As explained in [22], when an FBG bonded to some host 

structure is subjected to either a mechanical and/or a thermal agitation; 

this manifests as strain on the gratings resulting in shift in wavelength. 

The amount of shift corresponds to how much strain such agitation 

causes. An immanent problem with FBG sensing is its cross sensitivity 

between strain and temperature which, if not compensated for, could 

affect sensor reliability and accuracy [26]. In reality, it is difficult to 

ideally separate the impact of kinetic or vibrational impact from 

thermal impact as both phenomena intrinsically affect each other from 

molecular physics theories. The relationship between strain and 

temperature is given by:  

 

  
∆𝜆B

𝜆B
= (1 −  𝜌e)ɛ𝑧 + (𝛼 + 𝑛)∆𝑇 (2) 

 

where ρe is photo-elastic coefficient; ɛz is the longitudinal strain of 

the grating; 𝝰 is thermal expansion of optical fibre material; and n is 

thermo-optic coefficient. 

Non-intrusive condition monitoring is preferred with the FBG 

avoiding contact with the electric machine to reduce impact of any 

vibration which may be within acceptable limits for machine 

operations. In order to use the EMEF, the FBG has to be bonded to 

some transducer, in this case, Terfenol-D owing to the immune nature 

of optical fibre sensors to electromagnetic fields. The Terfenol-D being 

a giant magnetostrictive material would transduce the magnetic flux 

into strain which is then transferred on to the FBG sensor resulting in 

Bragg shifts. The composite sensor, called FBG-T thus, is able to 

detect magnetic flux, to which hitherto, the FBG will be immune to.  

 



 

The sensing principle of the composite sensor is thus, based on 

magnetostriction. Developed in the 1970s by the US Naval Ordnance 

Laboratory, terfenol-D (𝑇b𝑥𝐷1−𝑥𝐹e𝑦, 𝑤ℎ𝑒r𝑒 𝑦𝑦≈ 2.0 𝑎nd 𝑥 ≈ 0.3) 

boasts as one of the alloys which exhibit the largest known levels of 

magnetostrictive expansion or contraction at room temperature. It is 

currently commercially available in a variety of different forms, 

including thin slices, powder composites and monolith solid samples 

[2], [28]. Terfenol-D transduces magnetic flux into strain as change in 

length due to realignment of its internal atomic particles. This strain is 

then transferred via bonding on to the gratings which in turn cause 

Bragg shifts proportional to the strain sensed from the Terfenol-D. In 

other words, as EMEF emerges out of the machine yoke, then comes 

in contact with the Terfenol-D to which the FBG is bonded. Terfenol-

D alters its length in response to the EMEF causing a strain of the 

gratings on the fibre; which then causes shifts in wavelength 

proportionate to the strain transduced by the terfenol-D alloy. Bragg 

shifts are recorded and analysed as changes in FBG spectral profile on 

an optical spectrum analyser. FBG-T thus combines the FBG inherent 

strain sensing feature with high magnetostriction properties of 

Terfenol-D material [27-29]. With the use of EMEF, FBG-T 

measurements are not affected by cross sensitivity provided the 

external temperature where the sensor is used is regulated or the sensor 

is packaged in a well-insulated thermally-resistant environment which 

is easy to achieve. However, Terfenol-D exhibits some characteristics 

that are worthy of note if results from their use are to be meaningful. 

Magnetostrictve transduction of terfenol-D shows unipolar 

characteristics regardless of the magnetic field direction they come in 

contact with [30]. This means they may contract or expand when 

exposed to positive and negative magnetic flux lines. Thus during 

calibration their behavioural response to the given magnetic field must 

be fathomed prior to their installation. In other words, their use as 

FBG-T sensors has to be carefully studied initially and reference 

features defined prior to in-service condition monitoring and feature 

extraction purposes. Once their behaviour in the specific application of 

use is known, then aberration from initially observed behaviour can be 

used as fault signature. Also, Terfenol-D strain response to magnetic 

flux is highly non-linear and does not only depend on the magnetic 

field strength, but also on its pre-stress level i.e. the state of orientation 

of its atomic structure just before it senses the magnetic field [31]. 

Measurements taken within short intervals thus, may be variable even 

when procedures are repeated, depending on the pre-stress orientation 

of atoms within the Terfenol-D alloy. A major factor that makes FBG-

T well suited for non-intrusive EMEF sensing is that Terfenol-D’s 

change in length is said to be generally approximately proportional to 

the square of the magnetic field it is subjected to. This means only a 

reasonable amount of flux is required for FBG-T sensing which makes 

the EMEF an excellent source of non-invasive feature extraction. This 

non-intrusive option takes better advantage of the use of FBG as 

optical sensors by minimising the number of bonding points required 

per application as well as significantly mitigate the in-borne cross 

sensitivity issue due to machine vibration. It is worth mentioning that 

main air gap flux has been used in [31] where, though physically 

intrusive, the underpinning sensing principle of directly exposing the 

composite sensor to magnetic excitation from a permanent magnet 

synchronous machine, was followed. 

3. GMR versus FBG-T Stray Flux Sensing 

Techniques 
The use of giant magnetostrictive materials (GMM) have proved 

extremely useful for condition monitoring owing to their high 

sensitivity and resolution especially in sensing even very small 

magnetic fields [32, 33]. Common sensors built with GMM are based 

on giant magnetoresistive (GMR) sensing which is in turn based on the 

change in electrical resistance depending on whether the magnetization 

of adjacent ferromagnetic layers are in parallel or an antiparallel 

alignment [32]. GMR effect has been used in several applications such 

as non-destructive testing, inspection of cracks in metal plate structures, 

bearings, rails and even in biosensing [33]. GMR sensing has also been 

utilised for stray flux sensing in [24, 34-35] for fault detection in 

machines. However, when compared to FBG-T stray flux sensing, two 

main advantages of the latter over GMR stand out. First, GMR effect 

is such that the output resistive signal is linearly proportional to the 

stray field [36] whereas for FBG-T, the magnetostrictive effect of 

terfenol-D is proportional to the square of the stray field. This 

translates into even higher sensitivity for FBG-T compared to GMR 

sensors. Secondly, resistance is translates into heat (I2R) which means 

during signal processing some of the output will be lost as heat 

compared to FBG-T which avoids transducing its output to resistance, 

thus will not have this issue. The output of GMR (resistance) during 

signal processing remains susceptible to electromagnetic interference 

(EMI) since current is affected by EMI. In other words, GMR has first 

and second order susceptibility to EMI during its entire transduction 

process whereas FBG-T boasts of only a first order susceptibility since 

its secondary sensing is utterly immune to EMI. However, both GMR 

and FBG-T require signal processing instruments to retrieve sensed 

information; and both sensors are excellent performers in low 

magnetic field applications hence are suitable for stray flux condition 

monitoring of electrical machines. Both GMR and FBG-T sensors can 

be positioned either radially or axially depending on application and 

how the magnetic flux is expected to cut across or through the sensor 

[37] as shown in Fig.2. An important caveat in the use of FBG-T for 

condition monitoring is that the sensor should be positioned in 

approximately same location for both healthy and faulty machines for 

 

a).  

 

b). 

Fig.2: a) GMR and FBG-T possible sensor positions [33] b). Set up 

showing GMR stray flux sensing in radial sensor position [24]   

 



 

accurate reference and/or calibration. One major hurdle overcome by 

this non-invasive FBG-T method in comparison to other FBG sensing 

techniques is that there is a reduced requirement for the protection of 

the optical fibre due to its brittleness when installed external to the 

machine.  

4. Experimental Set Up For FBG-T EMEF 

Sensing  
This experiment uses three electric machines viz: a 12V DC motor, 

and two identical 2.2kW three phase AC induction motors (IMs) 

driven by a variable frequency drive (VFD). The FBG was bonded 

onto the terfenol-D using a high viscosity, ethyl-based instant 

adhesive, Loctite 416, to realise the composite FBG-T optical sensor. 

Loctite 416 was used as the adhesive because of its suitability for 

metals and alloys and it has a flash point of 80-93oC which is rarely 

reached in environments were most industrial machines operate. On 

the contrary, intrusive FBG methods would require suitable adhesives 

with much higher flash points since machines’ internal operating 

temperature is usually much higher and varies with loading. This is to 

avoid weakening of the bonding due to reduced viscosity which will in 

turn affect sensor performance 

 The FBG-T is then inserted into a clear acrylic tube which is 

insensitive to magnetic flux. This was confirmed using a fluxmeter. 

The FBG-T-in-tube sensor was then positioned axially at the drive 

 (DE) so that the axial flux can cut maximally through the terfenol-D 

alloy (see Pos.A in Fig.2a). [37] did highlight two modes of EMEF: 

radial and axial stray fluxes and the sensor position determines which 

of the modes is more effective for feature extraction. The decision to 

locate the FBG-T sensor at the DE of the machine yoke was to ensure 

the sensor was in close proximity with the main air gap, thus further 

reduce any magnetic leakage present. Terfenol-D rods manufactured 

by TdVib LLC, USA, each of cylindrical geometry, 6mm in diameter 

and 26mm in length were used in this work.  Table 1 shows 

measurements taken when FBG-T sensor was installed on the DC 

motor.  Instantaneous measurements of temperature and magnetic flux 

density were taken every 10 minutes with their root mean square 

(RMS) and average temperature per voltage level hown respectively. 

Temperature was measured mainly because of the non-linear and 

thermal behaviour of Terfenol-D. As observed, room temperature was 

largely constant with negligible variations especially during the nights. 

Experimental set up of the FBG-T DC Motor condition monitoring is 

as shown in Fig. 3a. The FBG-T sensor is then connected to a dual 

function Hewlett Packard (HP) optical spectrum analyser (OSA) which 

comes with a broadband light source. A National Instrument GPIB-

USB-HS adapter was used to acquire numerical data from the OSA via 

a LabView graphical user interface (GUI) on a Windows 7 computer. 

Data are then exported into MATLAB environment for further analysis 

and interpretation. 

 

 Two identical AC three phase induction motors, with the same 

specification and manufactured by the same manufacturer, WEG 

Industries were also experimented using FBG-T (Fig.3b). Both 

machines have two different health conditions: one machine was 

healthy, the other faulty. FBG-T sensor was inserted in the acrylic tube 

and positioned at the drive end of the induction motors (IMs), each in 

turn. Each induction motor was connected to a variable frequency 

drive (VFD) and then used to drive a DC motor. [38] created finite 

element model of a healthy and a faulty IM with broken rotor bar 

TABLE I 

DC MOTOR AVERAGE MEASUREMENTS 

Voltage (V) Current 

(A) 

RMS Flux 

density 

(mT) 

Temperature 

(oC) 

11.59 5.175 0.3803 23.7 

8.7 4.238 0.2674 22.6 

7 3.687 0.2344 21.8 

5.5 3.127 0.1806 21.1 

4 2.558 0.1145 20.9 

 

TABLE 2 

AC INDUCTION MOTOR AVERAGE MEASUREMENTS 

RMS Flux density 

(mT) – healthy IM 

RMS Flux 

density (mT) – 

faulty IM 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

Temperature 

(oC) 

0.0729 0.0581 10 19.6 

0.1624 0.1536 20 19.4 

0.2142 0.1969 30 18.9 

0.2382 0.2342 40 19.9 

0.2534 0.2474 50 19.0 

 

 

 

a).  

 

b). 

Fig.3 Laboratory set up for non-intrusive FBG-T induction machine 

sensing a).DC machine b). Healthy and Faulty induction machines 

 

 



 

 

 

   d)            e) 

Fig.4. FE model of flux density distribution: a) healthy rotor cage b) one-broken bar fault c). continuous two broken bars [37] d)less severely damaged IM rotor 

e) more severely damaged rotor condition 

 

identical to the one used is shown in fig.4a-c showing the 

associated magnetic flux density distribution. To distinguish 

between fault severities, the faulty motor was initially defected by 

boring a hole on its laminated rotor cage (Fig.4d). The motor was 

then reassembled and setup as in Fig 3b and tested with the FBG-

T sensor alongside the healthy one. Measurements obtained for 

both induction motors at different frequencies are depicted in 

table 2.  After measurements were taken, the IM was then 

disassembled and more holes bored on the laminated rotor cage 

to emulate a more severe faulty condition (Fig.4e). The faulty IM 

was again reassembled and setup as in Fig. 3b and tested with the 

FBG-T sensor with measurements taken during the tests under 

similar conditions as before. 

5. Results and Discussion 
When the variation of the magnetic flux density with 

maximum observable Braggshift was plotted for the DC motor, 

there was a near-linear trend. An identical observation was made 

with the variation of magnetic flux density with time for the same 

DC motor (Fig.5). This means that the magnitiude of the flux 

density cutting through the FBG-T sensor is directly related the 

amount of strain transferred to the sensor which translates into 

optical Braggshift. An important deduction from this observation 

is that the adhesive bonding has no significant effect on the FBG-

T sensing performance. This is significant in itself because the 

use of FBG-T sensor relies largely on the effectiveness of the 

bonding between the terenol-D and the FBG.  Fig.6 shows the 

spectral profile of a typical FBG and the Braggshift phenomenon 

i.e. how the FBG-T profile physically shifts in response to the

 

Fig.6. FBG-T spectrum showing Braggshift sensing principle using 

external flux from a healthy induction motor  

 

Fig.5. FBG-T wavelength changes as the external stray flux changes with 

frequency for a DC motor  



 

 

a).     b). 

  
c)    d) 

Fig.7. FBG-T change in wavelength with time for: a).healthy AC motor@5Hz b).less severe faulty AC motor@5Hz c). more severe faulty 

AC motor@5Hz d) Braggshift changes with respect to time for healthy, less severe and more severely faulted induction machine 

conditions@5Hz 

 

sensed parameter in this case, the external magnetic flux or 

EMEF. of terfenol-D. The Braggshift was observed to occur 

provided the motor stayed on and once the motor is turned off, 

the profile then begins a return hysteresis path back to its original 

wavelength. The hysteresis observed was tolerable in the order of 

picometre (pm) which is a huge advantage for the sensor in terms 

of resolution. FBG-T measures in the picometre range thus can be 

used even for small magnetic flux such as the EMEF. More 

significantly is the fact that because the reference for each 

measurement is unique, the hysteresis does not affect the 

Braggshift caused by the EMEF. The implication of the hysteresis 

is simply that the reference will vary for each measurement hence 

should be taken each time before a new measurement is 

performed. For the IM, a similar response was observed as in the 

DC motor case where the variation of maximum Braggshift with 

time was near linear with the IMs switched on and driven by the 

VFD for about two hours (Fig.7a-c). The FBG-T spectrum was 

observed to shift until it settled at a specific wavelength. The 

EMEF variation at different frequencies produced these 

maximum Braggshifts, thus corroborating the direct 

proportionality between the EMEF and the maximum Braggshifts 

observed. This also means that the bonding has not adversely 

affected the FBG-T sensing just as before. While the observation 

confirms that the larger the Braggshift, the longer it will take the 

FBG-T sensor to reach such shift; it unarguably shows that the 

terfenol-D behaviour is impressed onto FBG sensor. This then 

means that provided the magnetic field strength is just enough to 

causes an observable magnetostriction and the bonding is 

effective enough, accurate and simple non-invasive condition 

monitoring can be realised.  

After two hours, the IMs were turned off to observe the 

behavioural response of the FBG-T sensor. It was observed that 

in. the FBG-T tends to move further before it commences its 

reverse path to return to its initial reference wavelength just 

before the motor was turned on. Given the impact of the sudden 

loss of magnetic field excitation of the terfenol-D internal 

particles, they would have been possibly forced to realign into 

new natural positions which are not subject to any external field 

influence. During such realignment, further strain is sensed by the 

FBG-T due to the permeability of the terfenol-D alloy, resulting 

in further transient wavelength shifts just immediately after the 

loss of excitation (when the motor is turned off). After the passage 

of this transient occurrence, the magnetostrictive particles are 

then naturally forced to return back to their initial inertial state. 

The final wavelength after 18 hours per frequency trial was 



 

observed to be different and inconsistent due to hysteresis 

(Fig.7a-c).   Pre-stress level of the magnetostrictive particles was 

another factor that was observed to influence the response time of 

the FBG-T sensor. 

Measurements taken after a weekend tend to respond more slowly 

than the ones taken the next day but as mentioned earlier, this has 

not impacted on the maximum observable Braggshift, but only on 

the response time.  For the healthy IM run at 5Hz for two hours 

and then turned off for 18hours, it was observed that the FBG-T 

sensor did return to its original wavelength after 10 hours and 

remained there for another 5 hours before then shifting to a new 

final wavelength which was 5pm more than its reference 

wavelength (Fig.7a). This was not the case for the less severely 

damaged motor where the FBG-T sensor did not return to its 

original wavelength but settled at a new wavelength of about 

original wavelength plus 5pm (Fig.7b). The more severely 

damaged motor after 18 hours of being turned off did briefly 

return to its initial wavelength but largely settled at a new 

wavelength like the less severely damaged condition. The new 

wavelength was also about 5pm more than the initial sensor 

wavelength (Fig.7c). As earlier mentioned, the picometre range 

for shifts and nanometer wavelength range may appear 

insignificant for this application; however, in other applications 

such as in electrical protection systems such sensing ranges could 

be significant for parameter detection and variation analysis. This 

is a huge advantage of fibre-optic sensors. No observable 

evidence of a correlation between the actual motor condition and 

the FBG-T’s final wavelength. This hysteresis behaviour is seen 

as a corroboration of the widely agreed characteristic of terfenol-

D which is inherent in the FBG-T sensor. However, the actual 

machine condition and its severity was observed to directly 

impact on the Braggshift as experimental results show. In Fig. 7d 

a normalisation of all three machine conditions was performed to 

observe the variation of Braggshift with time. It was evident that 

the FBG-T experienced different amount of wavelength shifts 

under all three conditions. Both faulty conditions were observed 

to have higher Braggshift and distinct aberrance from the health 

condition. The less severe faulty machine experienced about 

15pm more shift than the healthy machine whilst the more severe 

faulty condition experienced about 20pm more shift than the 

healthy condition.  The deviant paths followed by both faulty 

machines also distinctly show that the more severely faulted 

machine is further deviated from the healthy state compared to 

the less severely faulted case. This is hugely significant in that the 

FBG-T sensor is capable of distinctly identifies and classifies 

fault severity in addition to its sensing capability. Another 

interesting observation was the similarities in the step-wise 

Braggshifts that were observed under all three conditions. 

Although the path for each condition was clearly distinct, one 

could see from Fig.7d that the sensor was consistent in taking 5pm 

Braggshifts steps when creating the unique paths for each 

machine condition. This means better understanding of the sensor 

behaviour can better improve the characterization of the FBG-T 

sensor. While the non-linear profile depicts the hysteresis 

behaviour of the terfenol-D transducer, it means that this 

composite FBG-T sensor can produce reliable signatures for a 

given machine operating condition as well as classify any 

severity. The transduction of magnetic flux to strain and then 

optical wavelength shifts is not affected by the source of such a 

flux; whether it is the sensed from the main air gap or simply a 

stray non-invasive magnetic field. 

6. Conclusion 
This work has used an optical sensor FBG-T to measure the stray 

flux from electric machines and detect faulty conditions. It has 

also been used to distinguish between fault severities signatures 

in a non-intrusive condition monitoring set up. A DC motor was 

used to initially confirm that observable signatures can be 

observed by exposing the FBG-T to external magnetic field and 

measuring the spectrum using an optical spectrum analyser. 

Identical three phase 2.2kW induction machines were run under 

three conditions viz: healthy, less severe and more severe using a 

variable frequency drive (VFD). Even with the highly inherent 

non-linear characteristic of terfenol-D, there was consistency in 

the direct proportionality relationship observed when variation of 

the measured EMEF with maximum Bragg shift was compared 

with the time required to attain such wavelength shifts under all 

machine’s conditions. Each of the observed patterns was 

significantly distinct when healthy and faulty conditions were 

juxtaposed; which is a promising and reliable feature extraction 

requirement for condition monitoring and fault detection 

techniques. In fact, the FBG-T sensor was able to distinguish 

between the less severely faulted motor condition and the more 

severely faulted condition which is a very promising 

supplementary sensor feature. Similarity in the FBG-T sensor 

behaviour when observed for over 20 hours under each machine 

condition proved that electric machine external flux (EMEF) is 

sufficient to reliably carryout non-intrusive condition monitoring. 

Undesired situations avoided by the use of this non-intrusive 

solution include: taking machine offline (out of service), machine 

disassembly and reassembly. However, the use of one terfenol-D 

per sensor limits the sensing to a point-based rather than a 

distributed sensing. With the current lack of standard on optimal 

GMR sensor positioning, the FBG-T used in this work offers a 

significant potential for non-invasive condition monitoring and 

fault severity detection of electrical machines. 
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